Abstract: Let~be a sample from an unknown population X, and~' be another sample from which some of the smallest and/or the largest observations may have been removed (censored). A nonparametric procedure, to test the null hypothesis stating that ' also comes from X, against the alternative hypothesis stating that this is false, is provided. Simulation results are included.
Introduction
We have a sample~of size n (n~l), chosen from an unknown population X, for which the order statistics are~= {Xl' ... , xn} and another sample~' of size r (r~l) ' = {X'l' ... , x'r} 1 with with X'1 $ X'2 $ ... $ x'r·
We suspect that~' is a sample chosen from X or the "remainder" of a sample, saỹ
, chosen from X, from which the So smallest and the Sr largest observations have been possibly removed (censored). Thus, we desire to test such a hypothesis against the opposite statement that this is not true.
Notation. We will refer to the following hypotheses:
H x :~' is a, possibly censored, sample chosen from X, !Ix:~' is not a, possibly censored, sample chosen from X, He: so+sr~1, H x (i.e.,~' is a censored sample from X), H L : so~1, sr=O, He (i.e.,~' is a left-censored sample from X),
H L , R: so~1, sr~1, He (i.e.,~' is a bilaterally censored sample from X), HnL,nR: so=n L . Sr=nR, nL +nR~O, H x · Observation. The test !IX vs. Ho,o is the well-known test of the hypothesis that two given samples~and~' come from the same population X.
Note. In a senes of paper (1977, 1978a, 1978b) Obviously, the above mentioned restrictions are:
We can perform any of the above tests using, for instance, the KolmogorovSmirnov statistic (e.g., Kolmogorov (1933) ) and accept the null hypothesis at level a if there exists ?!, subject to the restrictions R(H o ), such that
under H o , and K a is the a-th quantile of the Dn,r+so+sr distribution.
We now consider explicit tests for any of the null hypotheses of concern, distinguishing four cases.
Case I: when X'l$Xl and xn$ x'r.
In this case, under any of the considered null hypotheses, we have Case III: when X'I:O:;XI, X'r<Xn.
In this case, we have
where 4 e-
Case IV: when Xl < X'l, X'r<Xn.
In this case, we have (11) where (12) Note. The above test procedure can be considered a generalization of the two sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.
Simulation Results
In order to investigate the behaviour of the statistics I(n,r,so,sr), D(n,r,so,sr) and S(n,r,so,sr), we have done numerous simulations. In Tables 69.5864 1000 
Variances I D S S-I j of occurrences -----------------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------~---------------------------------------- Case Irr----··~-· Case 1'1-_.. ---- Overali----------------------------------~----------------------------------------
Variances
0.2000 64.0000 .. Table 3 n= 30 
-----------------------------------------------------------
Overall 0.0600 9 90.6000
